appropriate and effective use of fault diagnosis technology can heighten greatly the using life of all kinds of complex systems, reduce the maintenance expenses. The technology based on the nueral network and the one based on the fault tree model are two different kinds of diagnosis technologies that are more applied now, and each has its own advantages and disadvantages. This paper makes use of advantages of both technologies to construct the fualt diagnosis expert system based on the nueral network and the fault tree. After introducing the basic theory knowledge and diagnosis idea of two kinds of intelligent diagnosis technologies, the paper takes control box faults of a certain digital control system as an example to simulate and train, and give the expert system model. The training results show that the method can be more accurate and quick to make fault dignosis and orientation, and has a better fault diagnosis effect.
Introduction
Currently, due to large-scale wide range of applications of major intelligent systems. People put more and more attention on its security and stability , so the fault diagnosis technology become the focus of attention. At present the development of fault diagnosis system is roughly in the following areas: the rulebased systems to systems based on hybrid model; controlled by a single reasoning strategy to hybrid reasoning control strategy; knowledge-based combined neural network based intelligent diagnosis; the mode which the field expert provide turn into machine learning; real-time by a non-real-time diagnostics to diagnose; by a single diagnosis to a distributed system-wide diagnosis. From the development of intelligent diagnostic , it can not solve the practical problems with a single diagnostic knowledge representation, reasoning, diagnostic methods.
Because of the distributed processing and self-learning ability of neural networks, and the direct, clear and logical characteristics of fault tree diagnostics , this paper combined neural networks with the fault tree model and discussed diagnostic techniques, make a specific analysis with a control box failure and gives the fault diagnosis expert system model.
Fault diagnosis based fault tree model

Fault diagnosis method based on fault tree
Fault Tree Analysis (Fault Tree Analysis, FTA) also known as Reason Tree Analysis, it is a simple, effective reliability method which is recognized internationally .it is used on guiding system optimization, analysising and repairsing the system of weak links. The FTA for system fault diagnosis, the system failure as the fault tree analysis of the top event, both through the interpretation of the analysis, direct to find out where the system failure, failure causes and reasons that combined to help people deepen their understanding of system failures and faults understanding of the reasons, and to be eliminated; people can clearly express concern with the failure mode has an important bearing on the system status, system reliability for the qualitative and quantitative analysis provide the basis for computing addition, the system can visually outline the principles, structure and functional relationship for the system, management and maintenance of guidelines, and the system can automatically generate suggestions for improvement.
The establishment of a typical fault tree
Fault tree of fault propagation between nodes have to have the picture, or logical relationship between weighted directed tree. Fault diagnosis based on fault tree source in the bottom of the tree that is at the end of the event as "leaves", the middle event "branch", the top event for the "root", so fault propagation direction, bottom-up from the end of the event to the middle of the last event top event. Now to a numerical control system control box failure to establish the fault tree for the instance. 
Knowledge representation based on fault tree diagnosis
Fault tree-oriented framework and general rules based on hybrid knowledge representation. Each fault tree as an object, diagnostic information about the tree encapsulated in a separate frame, and corresponds to a framework of general rules for each slot. There is an inverted fault tree to tree, the broad premise of the rule is a fault tree (a few) sub-nodes, the broad conclusions of the rules of the fault tree is a parent node, expressed as a general rule Rule n Wn IF(c)THEN((AND,OR)(h)(i)) (1) n is the rules number; Wn is the weight of the rules; (c) is the premise of the rules; ((AND, OR) (h) (i)) is the conclusions of the rules, AND is and doors and OR is or doors.
Learning diagnosis based on neural network
The superiority of neural network diagnosis
It is a new class of knowledge representation systems which intelligent fault diagnosis with Neural network, it is different from expert systems and traditional high-level logic model, it is a low-level numerical model, information is processed through a large number of s imple processing units called nodes interaing. Its distributed information to keep the way for the acquisition and expression of expert knowledge and reasoning provides a new way. Sample through the experience of learning, the expert knowledge to the right and thresholds are stored in the network, and use of information retention to complete imprecise diagnostic reasoning, to better simulate the expert rule of thumb, intuition, rather than complex calculations reasoning process.
Knowledge Representation based on neural network
It can be seen through the front of the elaborate ,the rules for knowledge representation and intuitive to use, easy to implement, but only for relatively simple description of knowledge, knowledge acquisition is difficult and matching is conflict, slow speeding problem. Therefore, some failure knowledge requires the use of neural network. In the neural network fault diagnosis knowledge base will be divided into shallow and deep knowledge base, shallow knowledge base through the maintenance of neural networks to learn from experts in many instances failed to get the fire control system diagnostic troubleshooting experience and knowledge, and these knowledge stored in distributed neural networks, and the use of processed BP back-propagation algorithm, the model structure is shown in Figure 2 . Knowledge in deep knowledge is divided into two classes, one is to determine the fault position by the failure phenomenon of the classification knowledge, which must use the neural network learning algorithm, according to the examples given by experts to learn maintenance access; another model for the deep fault diagnosis in the diagnostic principles of the object model, knowledge neural networks in the construction of deep knowledge base, directly reflected in the underlying model of its sub-network interconnection between neurons in the right values reflect the relationship between abstraction and do not need to get by learning from experience. acquisition system, inference engine, explain procedures, knowledge acquisition process and humanmachine interface. 
Conclusion
Diagnostic techniques based on fault tree with an intuitive, logical and strong features for a simple structure and determine the source of the problem, but for accessing to complex and uncertain domain knowledge, and to determine the source of the problem is the "bottleneck" of application, and neural networks technology has to learn the characteristics of self-association and can just make up the shortcomings of the model fault tree diagnosis, this article will be two technologies complement each other, merging to build the fault tree and neural network based fault diagnosis expert system technology, and through the examples of simulation applications, that this method can accurately locate the source of failure, to good effect.
